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1. Autosal Measurements

1.1 Procedure Overview The Guildline Autosal salinometer is an instrument used to measure the conductivity
ratio of seawater.  The Autosal consists of a conductivity cell with four separate coils
submerged in a freshwater bath at constant temperature.   Seawater is pumped into the
cell at a near-bath temperature and the conductivity ratio is measured by the amount of
current passing between the coils. This value can then be converted into salinity units
using a formula from theUnesco Technical Papers in Marine Science #44, Algorithms
for Computation of Fundamental Properties of Seawater.  A detailed description of how
the Autosal works can be found in the Operations Manual published by Guildline.

The basic procedure for measuring a set of samples is as follows: First, the Autosal must
be warmed up for at least one day.  Twenty minutes to an hour prior to measuring the
actual samples, the function knob on the Autosal must be turned to READ to condition
the electronics in taking measurements. This is done by filling the conductivity cell with
saltwater in the range of samples and turning the knob to READ with the pumps turned
off. The machine is then standardized by measuring the salinity of an IAPSO Standard
Seawater Ampule (see Section 2.1) and by adjusting a potentiometer to set the electron-
ics to the “known” IAPSO value on the label of the IAPSO vial. Another ampoule is
measured at the end of the measurement run to check for any offset.  Drift of the elec-
tronics during the measurement run is checked by periodic measurements of “substan-
dard” seawater, a homogeneous batch of water taken from 1000 m at Station ALOHA.
The substandard is insulated from air with mineral oil and stored in a glass carbuoy (see
Section 2.2.1).

The measurement ‘run’ (all samples from one HOT cruise) is broken down into mea-
surement ‘sessions’. Each session is generally one day of measurements. A new session
must be started after a break of more than 15 minutes in a session.

Between each session, the conductivity cell is rinsed and filled with distilled water. The
Autosal power is left on, the function knob is turned to SBY, and the pumps must be
turned off.  Each session begins and ends with at least one substandard measurement.
Substandard measurements are repeated every 24-30 samples. Since drifts in the sub-
standard measurements will later determine if an offset will be applied to all or part of a
session, it is important to measure substandards between whole casts rather than to
break them apart.

As an added check on Autosal performance as well as substandard performance, sam-
ples of each substandard batch are stored and then measured at the beginning, middle
and end of the life of the subsequent substandard batch. Detailed instructions for the use
of substandard water are provided in Section 2.2.3.

All activities on the Autosal, including salinity measurements as well as maintenance
and repair, must be recorded in the Autosal Run Log Sheet located in the Autosal Run
Log binder next to the Autosal.  All repair must also be input into the Maintenance
Database by the Electronic Technician.  The salinity report, after review from the salin-
ity supervisor, is put in the Salinity Data Processing Reports binder in room 420.
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1.2 Preparation 1.2.1 Initial preparation and Autosal warm-up. The Autosal must be turned on at the
very least, 8 hours in advance. Optimum warm-up time is one to two days.  When the
Autosal is powered on, note the time in the Autosal Salinity Measurement Sheet,
located in the Autosal Run Log binder.  Measure the ambient temperature with a ther-
mometer and record it as well.  The room temperature should not change more than one
degree throughout the entire warm-up and measurement periods.  Since the measure-
ments are temperature-dependent, it is desirable to have the bath and sample tempera-
tures constant (vs. heating or cooling to adjust for ambient temperature changes).  The
optimal room temperature is 22oC, and the air conditioning should be adjusted when the
Autosal is first turned on so that the samples have time to equilibrate to ambient temper-
ature.  If the room temperature falls below 21oC or above 23oC, the salinity supervisor
should be contacted to decide further action.  Make sure that the temperature knob on
the front panel of the Autosal is set 1-2oC warmer than ambient temperature.  Guild-
line’s optimum temperature range is -2oC to +4oC of ambient temperature but past
experience of many Autosal operators shows that the Autosal is most stable in the nar-
rower temperature range.

Make sure the Autosal interface and all other components connected to the Autosal and
the computer are plugged into the UPS.  Do NOT use other electrical devices (i.e.
toaster, coffee maker, etc.) during Autosal operations, which may interrupt the circuit
and disturb salinity measurements.

At this point, check that the necessary supplies are adequate: IAPSO vials, small Kim-
wipes, tubing, distilled water, substandard water, and enough Autosal Salinity Measure-
ment Sheets. Additional Measurement Sheets can be found inhome/malino5/hot/salt/
procm/salsheets.  Additional Run Log sheets can be found inhome/malino5/hot/salt/
procm/runlog.  It is also a good idea to arrange the sample cases so that the samples
from each cast are measured sequentially. The measuring area should be clean and free
from obstruction.

Safety glasses, closed-toe shoes, and a lab coat or long pants must be worn during
Autosal operation.

Record the ZERO reference, the STANDBY reading, and the ranges for each on the
Measurement Sheet.  It is also a good idea to visually check that the lamps are function-
ing normally - flashing on and off periodically.  If they do not come on often, the tem-
perature setting is probably too low (the bath is much warmer than the setting) and vice
versa.  This is particularly important at sea where one is more likely to change the bath
temperature than in the lab where the bath usually stays at 24oC.  After the warm-up
period, check all of these parameters again, just before preparing the conductivity cell
for salinity measurements.  The conductivity cell should be cleaned every other cruise
or every two months to ensure measurement accuracy (see Section 1.7).

1.2.2 Cell soak in salt water. During the Autosal warm-up period, the conductivity cell
is filled with distilled water and the pumps are off.  Twenty minutes to an hour before
the start of each measurement session, the conductivity coils and the electronics must be
conditioned for measuring salinity samples.  The cell must be rinsed, filled and soaked
with saltwater in the sample salinity range (leftover IAPSO or substandard) and the
FUNCTION knob set to READ. The procedure is as follows:

1. POWER is ON, PUMPS are OFF, FUNCTION knob is on SBY.
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2. Select old substandard bottle or fill an old sample bottle with leftover seawater and
SHAKE well.

3. Turn PUMPS ON.

4. Block FLUSH opening with finger until conductivity cell drains(referred to as
‘FLUSH’).  See item #3 in the Tips and Cautions Section 1.6.(Note: FUNCTION
knob must be turned to SBY before cell is FLUSHed.)

5. Turn PUMPS OFF.

6. Remove distilled water.

7. Wipe pick-up tube and rubber stopper with a fresh Kimwipe.(referred to as WIPE)

8. Insert and seal saltwater bottle.

9. Turn PUMPS ON.

10. Turn FLOW RATE to maximum and FILL conductivity cell until all three coils are
immersed in the sample water (referred to as FILL).

11. FLUSH.

12. FILL and FLUSH six times, then FILL.

13. Turn PUMPS OFF.

14. Turn FLOW RATE down at least three full turns.

15. Turn FUNCTION knob to READ.(Note: cell should always befull when FUNC-
TION knob is on READ).

16. Allow to sit for 20-60 minutes. Log the beginning and end time in the ‘Salt Soak’
box of the Measurement Sheet.

17. After 20-60 minutes, turn FUNCTION knob to SBY.

18. Ready to standardize.

Before measuring any samples (IAPSO, substandards, or bottle salts), the data capture
programasal needs to be set up.

1.2.3 Set up data capture program. To set up the data capture program, proceed as
follows:

1) Connect the Tecra 700 laptop computer to the data capture box (which is already con-
nected to the Autosal).  Do NOT use other electrical devices (i.e. toaster, coffee maker,
etc.) during Autosal operations, which may interrupt the circuit and disturb salinity
measurements. See the Lab Technician for help.

2) Connect printer to the data capture box.

3) Go to the d:/ drive in the Tecra 700 and create the cruise directory (d:/asal/hot-###,
where ### is the number of the cruise).

4) Copy the EXPED and SAMPLE files from the d:/asal directory file from a previous
cruise to the new cruise directory.

5) Edit the EXPED file (to have the correct cruise name and number, IAPSO, ship, and
operator info).
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6) Go back to the cruise directory in Dos shell prompt (d:/asal/asalv230/hot-###, where
### is the cruise number) and runasal.  If coming back from a session to start a new
session in the same run, typeasal -A.

7) Follow instructions to capture data.

1.3 Standardization 1.3.1 IAPSO measurements. After the machine has warmed up and the conductivity
cell has soaked in saltwater (Section 1.2.1, 1.2.2), the electronics must be standardized
with an IAPSO ampoule of known salinity.  All items that come in contact with the
IAPSO vial should be handled with Kimwipes, rinsed with distilled water after use, and
kept clean and dry in Kimwipe wrapping.  Record Start Time on the Measurement
Sheet. The procedure is as follows:

1. Select IAPSO vial and record the batch number, batch date, conductivity, conductiv-
ity ratio, and salinity from the vial label onto the Measurement Sheet.

2. Shake and open IAPSO vial by pulling the metal tab.

3. Turn PUMPS ON.

4. FLUSH salt soak water.

5. Turn PUMPS OFF.

6. Wipe the pick-up tube with a fresh Kimwipe.

7. Shake and insert IAPSO vial against the rubber stopper.

8. Turn PUMPS ON.

9. FILL, FLUSH twice, then FILL.

10. Turn FLOW RATE down 1/4-turn.

11. Turn FUNCTION knob to READ and record readout on computer.

12. Turn FUNCTION knob to SBY. (Note: FUNCTION knob must be turned to SBY
before cell is FLUSHed).

13. FLUSH, FILL, and measure until a reading is repeated twice. The readings should
be within 0.00005 conductivity units of each other, and if not, take another reading.

14. If the third reading is off from the “known” IAPSO value, an adjustment of the elec-
tronics is needed.  Unlock and adjust the STANDARDIZATION (Rs trim) knob
slowly.  FLUSH, FILL, measure and standardize until the reading matches the
IAPSO value and then lock the STANDARIZATION knob. If the readings do not
stabilize, the IAPSO vial may be unstable, so discard the vial and open a new IAPSO
to repeat the procedure.

15. Turn PUMPS OFF.

16. Ready to measure a substandard.

1.3.2 Substandard measurements. The substandard is kept in a large glass container
topped off with mineral oil and sealed with a rubber stopper to prevent evaporation (see
Section 2.2.1). There is a valve in the rubber stopper to allow air in while drawing out
samples. This valve should be kept closed between measurements. The procedure for
taking a substandard sample is the same as sampling from Niskin bottles at sea: rinse
three times by filling to 1/4-1/5 and shaking vigorously, draining the bottle well each
time. Then fill to just below the neck. One must be very careful not to touch the bottle
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mouth to the plastic hose to avoid picking up dried salt crystals. The measuring proce-
dure is as follows:

1. Drain substandard bottle.

2. Fill to 1/4-1/5, shake with cap sealed and drain: three times.

3. Fill bottle to just below the neck.

4. Shake vigorously.

5. Turn PUMPS ON.

6. Remove old IAPSO bottle for the first session or the ‘salt soak’ bottle for subsequent
sessions.

7. WIPE.

8. Insert substandard sample.

9. FILL and FLUSH twice, then FILL.

10. Turn FLOW RATE down 1/4-turn.

11. Turn FUNCTION knob to READ.

12. Record reading on the Measurement Sheet.  Also record the first substandard of the
session as #1, and subsequent substandards in sequential numbers.

13. Turn FUNCTION knob to SBY. (Note: FUNCTION knob must be turned to SBY
before cell is FLUSHed).

14. FLUSH, FILL, and measure until a reading is repeated twice.

15. Turn PUMPS OFF.

16. Continue to measure substandards until a value is repeated within 0.00002 twice-
the-conductivity-ratio units from the previous measurement.

Note: After the initial substandards are measured for a cruise, the readings should be
checked with substandard measurements made from previous cruises. The salinity of
the substandard water should not be changing significantly so the readings should be
similar between the current cruise and previous cruises, as long as the same substandard
batch is being used.

1.4 Sample Measurements 1.4.1 Measurement sessions. Once the initial set of substandards have been measured,
the first session of the measurement run has begun.  The procedure for measuring the
salinity samples whether it is the beginning, middle or the end of a session is as follows:

1. Turn PUMPS ON.

2. Turn FLOW RATE up to maximum.

3. FLUSH.

4. Turn PUMPS OFF.

5. Remove old sample.

6. Shake new sample vigorously.

7. WIPE.

8. Insert new sample making sure that the pick-up tube does not touch the mouth of the
bottle which can be encrusted with dried salt crystals.

9. FILL and FLUSH twice.
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10. FILL.

11. Turn FLOW RATE down 1/4-turn.

12. Turn FUNCTION knob to READ.

13. Adjust SUPPRESSION knob to the right (+) or left (-) if reading is blinking.  Failure
to do this may result in an incorrect reading. Watch for directions on theasal pro-
gram command prompt.

14. Turn FUNCTION knob to SBY.

15. FLUSH and FILL.

16. Repeat steps 11-16 until two readings are within at least 5 digits.  If the readings are
acceptable, the program will send the data to the printer and move onto the next sam-
ple.

17. Turn PUMPS OFF.

18. Select next sample.

19. If starting a new cast within a session, type “news” at the program command prompt
and follow directions.

1.4.2 End session. At the end of each session, the following steps should be taken:

1. Measure a substandard.

2. Remove substandard sample, then rinse and fill the conductivity cell with distilled
water 8-10 times.  Then let at least one half a bottle flow through continuously.

3. Turn FLOW RATE down at least three turns.

4. Turn PUMPS OFF.

5. Type “term” at the program command prompt: this will finish the session without
needing an IAPSO.

6. To begin a new session within the same cruise, typeasal -A at the Dos prompt and
start with measuring substandard samples.

1.4.3 Duplicate session. Duplicate salinity samples from the deep cast (usually Station
2 cast 1) are measured by the second Autosal operator during a measurement run.  The
duplicate session is considered a new session even if it might be done between primary
sample sessions.  Like starting a new session, the duplicate session begins by warming
up the READ electronics for 20 to 60 minutes and then typingasal -A at the Dos
prompt.  After two or more substandard samples are measured to assure stability in the
Autosal readings, the duplicate samples are measured.  After the samples have been
measured, a substandard and an IAPSO ampoule must be measured.  Type “worm” at
the program command prompt after the substandard reading and then measure an
IAPSO (see Standardization section above for details).  Record the readings and the
IAPSO vial information on the Measurement Sheet.  The STANDARDIZATION knob
should NOT be adjusted even if the readings are off from the expected value.

Record the duplicate session (number of samples measured, output files, etc.) in the
Autosal Run Log.

1.4.4 End run. At the end of the last session and at the end of a duplicate session, a new
IAPSO should be measured to check for a shift in the electronics during the run.  Type
“worm” at theasalprogram command prompt: this will allow the computer to measure
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an IAPSO and end the session.  Record the readings and the IAPSO vial information on
the Measurement Sheet.  The STANDARDIZATION knob should NOT be adjusted
even if the readings are off from the expected value.

Be sure to record the number of samples measured, the output files, and any unusual
occurrences in the Autosal Run Log.

1.5 Summary 1.5.1 Salinity measurements summary. A flow chart depicting the processes for mea-
suring salinities (see Section 1.5.2) follows these step-by-step procedures summary.

1. Power ON.  Record time on the Measurement Sheet.  Let stand for 8-48 hours.

2. Set up data capture program on the computer.

3. Salt soak for 20-60 minutes.

4. Record air and bath temperatures, Zero and Standby numbers.

5. Record cruise, session, date and operator in computer.

6. Standardize.

7. If starting a new session after an IAPSO has already been run typeasal -A at the Dos
prompt.

8. MEASURE two or more substandards until they are within 0.00002 twice-the-con-
ductivity units of each other.

9. MEASURE stored substandard sample if at appropriate point.

10. MEASURE 24-30 samples. If starting a new cast within a session, type “news” at
the command prompt.

11. MEASURE a substandard.

12. Repeat steps 10-11 until a session is completed.

13. Rinse and fill the cell with distilled water, turn the FLOW RATE down three full
turns and turn the PUMPS OFF.

14. Record time, air temperature and Zero and SBY numbers in computer.

15. If ending a session within the same cruise, type “term” at the command prompt.

16. Repeat steps 7-15 for each subsequent session.

17. Record each session in the Autosal Run Log: number of samples measured, output
files, operator, and any unusual observations.

18. At the end of the last session, type “worm” and measure an IAPSO.

19. FILL and FLUSH 8-10 times with distilled water and turn the POWER OFF.  Ensure
that the bottle of distilled water is full.

20. Clean the area: wipe down Autosal, computer, and counter area with a clean damp
cloth, empty buckets, and put away all Autosal equipment or tools.
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1.5.2 Flow chart for measuring salinity samples.

Autosal ON

8-48
hours

Standardize
with IAPSOs

Measure a substandard

Measure a substandard

Measure
24-30 samples

SESSION
ONE

If the difference
is greater than 0.00002

Salt soak

End of Session

Rinse cells with
distilled
water

NEXT SESSION

End of Run

Salt soak
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1.6 Tips and Cautions The following is a list of miscellaneous points to keep in mind when measuring salini-
ties:

1. Handle thimbles by the edges only.

2. Always wipe the pick-up tube with a new Kimwipe and note on the Measurement
Sheet if you forget.

3. The bubble at the end of the cell can be removed by slowing the flow rate just as the
water level goes past the third cell.

4. Periodically (every 10 samples) check the SBY number.  The electronics have been
known occasionally to shift quite abruptly and dramatically, which is reflected in the
SBY number. If the SBY number is drifting significantly, contact the Salinity Super-
visor or the Lab Technician.

5. Don’t let the end of the drain tube touch the water in the bucket or the side of the
bucket.  Water is constantly draining through the tube while the pumps are on and
thus during every measurement.  It is possible to create an open circuit when the
water connects a path for electricity to flow from the cell, along the tube and into the
bucket.  This has been known to cause wildly unstable measurements.

6. Empty the drain bucket periodically.

7. Check the recorded Station-Cast-Bottle with the sample being measured. Type
“news” at the command prompt when changing Station-Cast-Bottle numbers.

8. Have the cruise binder on hand. This frequently comes in handy, especially when
serial numbers are used out of order or not all Niskins of a cast are sampled.

9. Because a sample settles while it is being measured, measure quickly, before the
water level goes below the bottom third of the sample.  Changes have been observed
on the order of 0.5-1 mpsu (0.0001-0.0002 in units of twice the conductivity ratio) as
the water level dropped from the top to the bottom of a sample.  This is not accept-
able because the resolution of the Autosal’s reading is 0.2 mpsu.  If the water does
run too low, a good procedure is to record the reading anyway and note in the com-
puter or on the Measurement Sheet that the water ran low.

10. Never switch the FUNCTION knob to READ unless the cell is FULL.

11. Make sure each sample is sealed against the rubber stopper.  Ways to tell if there is
not a seal: a whining noise and/or bubbling from the stopper, vibrations on the sam-
ple water surface, cell filling unusually slow.

12. Flush cell thoroughly, until all water is drained from the cell. Otherwise, the next
FILLl will contain traces of the previous FILL.

13. Reseal the substandard between drawing samples to avoid excessive evaporation or
leakage through the Tygon tubing.

14. The bath temperature is regulated by the flashing light.  Check to make sure that it is
flashing on and off regularly.

15. Watch for blinking readings during salinity sample measurements. If blinking with a
(+), turn SUPPRESSION knob to the right, if blinking with a (-), turn knob to the
left.

16. Report all broken, chipped or missing bottles to the Lab Technician’s assistant for
replacement.

17. Report all supplies that are running low to the Lab Technician.

18. Note all activities, maintenance, and unusual observations in the Autosal Run Log.
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19. All repairs must be reported to the Lab Technician who must update the Mainte-
nance Database on the PC.

20. Check substandard amount at the end of the run to see if it needs to be replaced soon.
Generally water must be taken during the cruise before the remaining substandard is
estimated to run out.  Plan ahead: cruise schedules can be changed at the last minute
so don’t count on having time to make a substandard batch before measuring salts
from the same cruise.

21. Make sure that the Tecra 700 (or any laptop used for data capture) is secured with
cable against possible theft.

22. Check room temperature consistently and adjust the AC switch on the ceiling as
needed. If the room temperature falls below 21oC or above 23oC, contact the salinity
supervisor to decide further action.

23. If a session needs to be ended unexpectedly due to a power outage, AC failure, or
any other reason, make sure to end the session appropriately (Section 1.4.2).

1.7 Cleaning the
Conductivity Cells

Dirt or salt crystals may collect on the glass surface of the cell or the metal coils and
cause small bubbles to form.  These bubbles can cause wildly unstable readings.  The
cell can be cleaned without removing it from the bath as follows:

1. Drain the cell and remove the last bottle.

2. Wipe the pick-up tube and stopper with a fresh Kimwipe.

3. Insert the bottle labelled Liquinox.  This is a solution of a few drops of Liquinox to a
full bottle of distilled water.

4. FILL and FLUSH 8-10 times.  Soak for a few minutes to 1/2 hour.

5. FLUSH and remove the Liquinox bottle.

6. WIPE the pick-up tube and stopper with a fresh Kimwipe.

7. Insert the bottle labelled Alcohol.  This is 100% ethanol so be careful with it (and
don’t ingest any because it is toxic).

8. FILL and FLUSH several times, until the consistency of the liquid in the cell indi-
cates that the soap is rinsed out.  Soak for 15 minutes to 1/2 hour.

9. FLUSH and remove Alcohol bottle.

10. Rinse with distilled water thoroughly.

11. Test to see if bubbles are gone.  If not, repeat process.  If there is still a problem, the
cell may have to be removed for cleaning (Consult with the Lab Technician, and see
the Guildline manual).

12. Always note any maintenance done on the Autosal in the Autosal Run Log.

1.8 Measuring at Sea In preparation for measuring at sea, supplies and spare parts should be ordered well in
advance.  No assumptions should be made about what will be available on the ship,
including for instance, distilled water, which usually can be drawn from tap.

At sea, there are usually shorter measuring sessions (4 hours or batches of about 48
samples).  It is ideal to utilize substandard samples and IAPSO ampoules for standard-
ization; however, it is often difficult to transport the substandard carbuoy out to sea or
even to prepare a new batch at sea.  If it is not possible or practical to make and use sub-
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standards, two IAPSO vials are used for standardization at the beginning of each ses-
sion, one to check for drift during the session and one or two at the end of each session.
If substandards are to be used and especially if more than one batch of substandard is to
be used, IAPSO ampoules  need to be run regularly to be assured of proper readings
from the Autosal (perhaps after every 200 samples). IAPSO ampoules should also be
run to re-standardize when it is determined that the Autosal is drifting.

Unstable readings at sea are largely due to ambient temperature fluctuations.  The room
temperature should be monitored closely and sessions should be aborted if there have
been large changes in air temperature.  It usually takes about 48 hours for the bath to
change to a new setting and for Niskin samples to come to equilibrium with room tem-
perature. The sample bottles should be stored in the same room as the Autosal while
coming to equilibrium with the ambient temperature.  The measurements should be
timed carefully to avoid major errors that occur when measuring a sample that is not
close to bath temperature.

If enough bottles are available it is good practice to take duplicates. The primary mea-
surements can be checked against CTD or thermosalinograph data the next day and
duplicates of initial outliers can be measured, thus possibly increasing the number of
good data points with which to perform calibrations.  Duplicate bottles can later be
recycled.

When measuring at sea, if the interface and data capture programasal is not used, then
the recording of all data including IAPSO standard information, SBY#, bath and ambi-
ent temperature, zero reading, time, date, and all measurements, are manually entered
on the Measurement Sheets.  See the Salinity Data Processing Guide (Pre-asal Proce-
dures) for these data processing  procedures (found in /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm/
saltmanualdp_old.fm).
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2. Standard and Substandard Water

 2.1 Standard IAPSO Water Wormley IAPSO ampoules are standard seawater with a “known” salinity value.  The
label on the IAPSO vial shows the Date that certain IAPSO batch was made, the K15 , 2
x K15, and the salinity value.  At the beginning and end of a run and at the end of the
duplicate session, IAPSO ampoules are used as an additional check on Autosal and sub-
standard performance.

As an additional check on Autosal and IAPSO performance, samples from the previous
IAPSO batch are measured with current batch IAPSO ampoules.  When a new shipping
of IAPSO ampoules arrive, count the number of samples, divide them into three equal
parts, and mark the location.  Save six IAPSO ampoules in storage so that two can be
measured along with other IAPSO ampoules at the middle, end, and the following
beginning of IAPSO lifetime.

2.2 Substandard Water 2.2.1 Substandard preparation. When it is time for a new substandard batch to be
made, a large carbuoy should be filled with seawater from 1000 m at Station ALOHA.
A check on necessary supplies one or two months in advance would also be advisable.
The procedure for preparing a new substandard batch is as follows:

1. Drain and dispose of the mineral oil from the glass container. Use a funnel to pour
the mineral oil into a properly marked, empty plastic jug. Do NOT drain oil down
any sinks. Store jug with Hazardous Waste.

2. Wash the glass container with Liquinox (detergent) and water.  Rinse the container
with distilled water, and drain.

3. Rinse the container with a cup of hexane, which can be found on one of the shelves
containing all Autosal supplies.  It is a good idea to wear rubber gloves when han-
dling hexane.

4. Rinse the glass container several times with distilled water and drain thoroughly.  Do
not leave it to dry completely, for it may get contaminated by dust or air-borne com-
pounds.

5. Using pipe cleaners, clean the glass tubing that leads down from the rubber stopper,
tygon tubing, and all associated materials in a similar manner.

6. In the meantime, the carbuoy filled with seawater for the new substandard batch
should be shaken vigorously for 10-15 minutes.  There is a pump that can be used for
this but be sure to clean the tubing of the pump in the same manner used for the sub-
standard container.

7. After the seawater is well mixed, use the same pump to transfer the water from the
carbuoy into the glass container.  Leave enough room for the mineral oil.  The oil
should settle to at least a two inch layer when the water level drops to the widest part
of the jar (i.e. the mineral oil layer should be several inches thick near the narrow
opening of the jar).

8. Place the glass tubing into the seawater with the rubber stopper tilted so that the min-
eral oil can be poured in.  Pour the mineral oil in slowly so that it does not penetrate
the seawater very far and does not come anywhere near the end of the glass tubing.
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DO NOT get any oil into the glass tubing: After taking it out to clean the glass tub-
ing, there is no way to insert it back through the oil layer into the water without get-
ting oil into it.

9. After the oil has been successfully poured into the glass jar, the rubber stopper can
be sealed and the new substandard batch is ready to be placed back on the table.
There is a hydraulic handtruck to assist in moving these heavy containers.  USE IT!

10. The new substandard batch should be allowed to settle for a day or so before any
samples are taken.  The first time a substandard batch is used, it is good practice to
measure several samples (about six) in addition to the first two or three needed for
the run.

11. Also record the new batch number or any changes (i.e. new glass sample bottles,
new tubing, etc.) in the Autosal Run Log.

2.2.2 Stored Substandard Measurements. In order to maintain an intercomparison
between substandard batches, samples from the previous substandard batch are mea-
sured with current batch substandard samples.  The glass substandard container has tape
which marks the approximate half-way and near-end points of the useful life of the sub-
standard batch.  When the water level reaches the half-way point, a point where a confi-
dent conductivity ratio value for the batch should be established, twelve samples are
taken and stored in glass bottles with plastic thimbles and stored away from the effects
of light to minimize the possibility of biological growth.  The date, batch number, and
conductivity ratio value should be recorded on each of the bottles.

These stored samples are to be divided into three groups of four.  The first group of four
will be measured during the first use of the next substandard batch.  After an initial con-
fidence has been established in the next batch’s conductivity ratio (after running several
samples in succession with stable readings), one stored sample is measured right after a
new batch substandard sample is run, alternating new and stored substandards for the
four stored samples.  This process is repeated again with the second group of four stored
samples when the water level reaches the half-way mark.  The process is repeated one
last time with the last group of four stored samples when the water level reaches the
near-end indication on the new batch substandard container.  This use of stored substan-
dards should last over several cruises and should provide periodic checks on standard-
ization, current substandard, and Autosal performance. Also see Section 2.2.1 for
details on preparing the substandard seawater.

2.2.3 Use of Substandard Water. When the substandard water level of the current
batch is at the halfway mark (a tape marks this spot on the glass container), take and
store 12 samples in an area protected from light.  These samples will be used for cross-
referencing with the following batch.

It is time to get more water for the next batch when the substandard water level gets low
enough where it seems like there is little more than enough for one more cruise (there is
tape marking the spot on the glass container).  Be sure to let the chief scientist know that
water will be taken during the next cruise.  See Section 2.2.1 above for procedures in
preparing a new substandard batch.

When using a new substandard batch for a new run of salts, do the following:

1)  Standardize with an IAPSO.
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2)  Run a sample of the previous substandard batch. This should act as another stan-
dard, granted there were no problems with the previous batch.

3)  Run 6 samples of the new batch. The purpose of this is to obtain confidence in the
conductivity value of the new batch.

4)  Next, run another sample of the new batch substandard, immediately followed by
a stored sample of the previous batch.  Alternate measuring substandards from the
new batch and the stored batch for a total of four cycles.  In the end, a total of four
stored samples should have been used.

5)  Run a couple more samples from the new batch to double-check the conductivity.

6)  Finally, measure the first salt sample.

The process mentioned in step 4 above should be repeated twice more: once when the
current batch level is about 1/2 used, and once more when the level is down near the bot-
tom. There are tape markers on the glass carbouy marking the 1/2 way point and the
near bottom point. BE SURE TO RUN THE PROCESS BEFORE THE OIL LEVEL
REACHES CLOSE TO THE INTAKE TUBE.

The purpose of this process is to provide a cross-batch comparison over the life of the
new batch and provide an extra check on the Autosal.  If there are any problems, this
should help determine if the problem is with one of the substandard batches or with the
Autosal.

After the initial use of a new substandard batch, the regular use of substandards is 1 after
every 24-30 samples. If the reading seems more than +/- 0.00005 away from the sub-
standard’s conductivity value (determined in step 3 above), the operator may consider
running a second sample to verify if it was a correct reading or an outlier. Definitely run
a second sample if the reading is +/- 0.00010 or greater from the expected substandard
value.

Always consult the Lab technician or the salinity supervisor when more than two con-
tinuous substandard measurements are not within expected values, or if a drift in the
Autosal is suspected.

*The above procedures are appropriate for measurement runs done at sea as well.
**All acti vities concerning substandard batches must be noted in the Autosal Run Log.
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3. Salinity Data Processing

3.1 Overview The data files captured in theasal program can be transferred over to an Unix work-sta-
tion for processing using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server.   Statistics are performed
on the substandards with theasal2dat.mMatlab program.  This program also creates the
Hot###.dat file.  The results are used to determine if corrections are necessary for all or
part of the sessions.

The bottle measurements are then compared against the CTD 2-dbar averaged profiles.
Apparent outliers should be checked for possible typographical errors in the hot###.dat,
raw and *.lst files.  The raw file names consist of a number indicating the station and
cast (i.e. 00201 for station 2 cast 1) that started that session.  Each raw file also has a file
companion with extension .lst (i.e. 00201.lst).  A report is written describing the mea-
suring, processing, drift corrections, and suggestions for possible bad data observed in
the comparison with 2dbar data. The final salinities are then sent to the CTD processing
area viadat2sal.m program.

3.2 Data Entry 3.2.1 Transfer of data to the Sun system. Copy the data files of the laptop to a zip
disk, and then FTP them from the PC in Room 420 to the cruise directory on an Unix
terminal:

1. Log on with your user name and passcode.

2. Make the data directory (/home/malino5/hot/salt/hot###, where ### is the current
cruise number).

3. Click on the FTP Icon.

4. Set interactive mode off and set to ASCII mode.

5. Make sure you are in the appropriate directories. Transfer from the Zip disk drive on
Iwa to the cruise directory in Malino (/home/malino5/hot/salt/hot###)...or.../hot/salt/
ha### for mooring cruises.

6. Click on arrow to transfer data files.

7. Check to see that all the files were transferred and then “exit”.

3.2.2 Correct Data Entry Errors.
1. Log into the Sun system.

2. Use ‘vi’ or ‘textedit’ or ‘pico’ or ‘nedit’ to check for and correct data entry errors
(i.e. incorrect bottle # or cast #, etc.).  Create a backup copy of any files edited (e.g.
“00301.orig”). Use the Matlab programsalinity.m or con2sal.m (this program
assumes 24oC bath temperature) to calculate salinity for incorrectly entered conduc-
tivity ratios. Both programs are located in /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm directory.

3.3 Data Processing 3.3.1 Processing of IAPSO data. Look at an old iapso.dat file for the correct format
and create an iapso###.dat file (where ### is the current cruise number).  Although the
before and after values for the first IAPSO are recorded in the report, the pre-standard-
ization IAPSO measurement is not recorded in this file nor is it entered into the raw or
*.lst/*.log files.
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3.3.2 Processing of substandard and bottle data. All of the data processing (when
the “asal” program is used) is done using Matlab5 in the /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm
directory.  The processing programs have been modified to work with the “asal” pro-
gram areasal2dat.m, pssstat.m, autoplot.m, anddat2sal.m. Below is a list and brief
explanation of processing procedures for salinity data obtained by the autosal interface
program “asal”.

1)  Runasal2dat.mto create the hot###.dat, ss###.dat, ss###.stat files.  Any corrections
should be done to the hot###.dat, ss###.dat, and/or ss###.stat files.

     a)  Go to /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm.

      b)  Start Matlab1

          >>“asal2dat”

path for the *.raw (input) & .dat (output) files is:
               /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot###/: correct?  (y/n)  [y]: “enter”

         Enter name of file for session/day #1: “00###”

     (### represents the station and cast number at the beginning of each session, i.e. if
the session began with salinity samples from thermosalinograph, the file name
would be “00301”)

Enter Correction for session/day #1 (in psu): Enter offset or “0.0” for no offset

Are there any more cru*.raw files?  (y/n) [n]:  “y” if another “n” if no more

    Are there any bottles to ignore( (y/n) [n]:  “enter” Working at it...

         Done

2)  Runpssstat.m for plotting the substandardspssstat('hot',###).  This program can also
remove outliers and update the ss###.stat file.  Use the plot to see if outliers need to be
removed.  Rerunpssstat.m if there are any outliers to be removed.  If there are correc-
tions besides outliers, make a copy of the ss###.dat file and work with it to make correc-
tions, calculate new statistics and make a new plot.

Change directories to /home/malilno5/hot/salt/procm and remove any old temporary
files that Matlab use such as ‘temp.sh’ (otherwise the programs will crash and leave
behind more temporary files).

     a)  Go to home/malino5/hot/salt/procm.

     b)  Start Matlab

          >>“pssstat(‘hot’,###)”

1. >> indicates the command is in the Matlab environment,
italics denote program prompts and replies,
double quotes (”) denote user entries and
plain text outside of quotes are the author’s comments.
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make ss###.dat?        “n” the first time, “y” once the outliers are identified

make ss###.stat?       “n” the first time, “y” once the outliers are identified

plot substandards?    “y”

remove outliers?        “n” the first time, “y” if outliers are identified

     c)  If the range of substandard scatter is less than 1 mpsu, then no corrections need to
be applied.  If there is a change of more than 1 mpsu then a correction should be
applied for that session or part thereof.  Occasionally a linear correction needs to be
made which can’t be done with these programs and must be done separately.  Con-
sult the salinity supervisor before applying any corrections.  See /home/malino5/
hot/salt/hot40/README for an example of an application of a linear offset.  While
the plot is still on the screen:

          >> “hline (###.#)”

     ###.# is the mean of the substandards.  If the mean was 34.4729, hline would look
like this, “hline (472.9)”, since the plot of the substandards is in mpsu.  Do the
“hline” function two more times to identify +/- 1 mpsu boundaries, hline (473.9)
and hline (471.9).

          >> “vline (##.#)”

    Do the “vline” function to indicate separate sessions and the duplicate session.

          >> “title(‘HOT-### Seawater Substandard Measurements’)”

          >> “gtext(‘< FIGURE 1A >’)”      (and click at center above the title)

          >> “print -dpsc ss###.ps” (###=cruise number)

     d)  Re-run pssstat.m, updating the ss###.dat and creating the ss###.stat files.

     e)  If outliers were removed, while the second plot is still on the screen:

          >> “hline (###.#)”  (3 times)

           >> “title(‘HOT-### Seawater Substandard Measurements with Outliers
Removed’)”

          >> “gtext(‘< FIGURE1B >’)”      (and click at center above the title)
          >> “print -dpsc -append s###.ps”

3)  Runautoplot.mto plot the bottle data verses the CTD data and look for possible out-
liers.

     a)  Go to home/malino5/hot/salt/procm.

     b)  Start Matlab.

          Make an array of all casts with station numbers, for example:

          >>“casts = [1 1;2 1;2 2;2 3;...]”

          >> “autoplot(‘hot’,###,[casts])”

          Enter cruise title (for plot, i.e.: HOT): HOT
          Save plot(s) ? (y/n) [n]: “enter”
          Plot CTD data ? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          Plot up cast? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          Plot down cast? (y/n) [n]: “enter”
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          Plot Autosal bottle data? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          Plot Duplicate bottle data? (y/n) [n]: “enter”
          path & 1st letter of filename for CTD data is:
               /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/50/h
          Correct? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          path for bottle data is:
               /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/salt/hot50/
          Correct? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          path & filename for pressure data is:
               /home/hokulea/rlukas/malino5/hot/50/hot50.qc
          Correct? (y/n) [y]: “enter”
          ... plotting station-02 cast-01 ...
          Press any key when ready...

     Mooring cruise CTD data is in /home/aukai1/ha/###/stn#acast#.ctd.
     Mooring cruise bottle data is in /home/malino5/hot/salt/ha###.
     Mooring cruise pressure data is in /home/aukai1/ha/###/ha###.qc.

4)  Runduplicates.m andduplicates2.m.  Duplicates.mplots the primary and duplicate
salinity data from the deep cast at Station 2, whileduplicates2.m plots the deep cast Sta-
tion 2 primary and duplicate salinity differences from the CTD data.

     a)  Go to home/malino5/hot/salt/procm.

     b)  Start Matlab.

          >> “duplicates”

          Enter cruise id (i.e. hot or jas): “hot”
          Enter cruise number:“###” (### is the current cruise number)
          Enter name of file with primary data:(use raw data file with *.lst ending)
          Enter name of file with duplicates:(use raw data file with *.lst ending)
          Enter cast number from station 2 with duplicates:(same as deep cast)
          Enter bottle outliers (e.g. [2 3 23], or 0 if none):“0”

     Click on the graph to place mean and standard deviation values.
      Give figure a title <FIGURE 3A> andprint (by clicking printer icon in figure win-
dow) before excluding outliers.

          >> “duplicates2”

     Repeat the same procedures forduplicates.m.
     Give figure a title <FIGURE 3B> andprint.

      Select outliers and repeatduplicates.m andduplicates2.mwith outliers.  Title the fig-
ures <FIGURE 3C> and <FIGURE 3D>, respectively.

5)  Email go-flo salinities to the JGOFS data processor (Lance Fujieki,
lfujieki@hawaii.edu) if any were taken.

6)  Go to “Write Summary Report” heading below for the next step.
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3.4 Data Transfer 3.4.1 Transfer data to CTD processing area (dat2sal.m >> .../hot/###/
hot###.SALTS). When the data is ready to be sent to the processing area, do the follow-
ing:

1)  Go to /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm

2)  Start Matlab

         >>“dat2sal”

     enter cruise id (i.e. hot or jas):“hot”
           enter cruise number:“###” where ### is the current cruise number

path for the *.dat (data to be sent) file is:
                           /home/malino5/hot/salt/hot###/:
                                            correct?  (y/n)  [y]:“enter”
           path for the *.SALTS (destination) is:
                               /home/malino5/hot/###/:
                                            correct?  (y/n):“y”

Inform the Computer Technician in charge of CTD data processing that the salinity data
have been transferred.

3.4.2 Check status of salinity processing area.
1)  Remove temporary files from /home/malino5/hot/salt/procm.

2)  Check file permissions in .../hot/salt/hot###: they should be readable, writable and
executable for other group members.

3)  Back up all original data files on zip (all raw, *.raw, *.lst, and/or *.log files).

3.5 Summary Report 3.5.1 Write summary report. Reports are currently made in FrameMaker 5.  Copy a
previous report(>Hot147-”hot###.fm”) to the new directory.  Edit the report for rele-
vancy to the present cruise.  The description of the lab measurements should always be
the same; the standardization results and substandard statistics vary from cruise to
cruise.  Anything unusual about the CTD-bottle comparisons (e.g. recurrent carousel
problems) should be discussed in the Quality Control Notes along with the regular cast-
by-cast recommendations.  Once the report is written and is reviewed by the salinity
supervisor, place it in the Salinity Data Processing Reports binder in room 420.

In addition to this report, the substandard plot, the hot###.ps, and the duplicates.ps,
there are a few other tables to place in the Salinity Processing Reports binder.  Table 5
mentioned in the report is a listing from hot###.dat and is stapled at the end of the
report.  Included with the report is a concatenated printout of all the raw and log files.
These two printouts are usually stapled separately and placed in the binder after the
report.

Example
enscript -2rG -bTable_4 hot###.dat
enscript -2rG 00301.lst
enscript -2rG 00301
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3.5.2 Copy Summary Report into /home/malino5/hot/###/history.###. There is a his-
tory file for every cruise called history.### (where ### is the cruise number).  In this file
there is a location for the salinity report.  The easiest way to copy this data is to turn the
“hot###.fm” file into a text-only file using the “save as” option in FrameMaker.  Delete
the tables and copy and paste the remainder into the proper place in the history file.


